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Introduction

The Oil and Gas industry have offshore design engineering and construction projects as well as maintenance services which are technically and commercially challenging therefore good knowledge and competency of the project team members throughout the different phases of works are keys to the successful execution of these projects. This training seminar aims to provide the participants with comprehensive foundation knowledge of Offshore Engineering.

This training seminar starts with an introduction of Field Development Planning (FDP) and Project Management, followed by design engineering, procurement, substructures and topsides fabrication, load-out and sea transportation, offshore installation, hook-up, commissioning, and start-up. An overview of the major and support marine vessels, cranes and pipe-laying equipment will also be described. This training seminar places particular emphasis on the principles and steps of the works, using engineering calculations, flowcharts and diagrams to enhance the learning experience of the participants. Relevant international and typical client engineering standards will be referred to. Rules of thumb, engineering formulas, flowcharts and diagrams will be used to illustrate the principles and steps required for each part of the work. Real-life project examples as well as video clips will be used to demonstrate these offshore engineering activities and to aid the familiarisation and learning of the participants.

With a good foundation knowledge of offshore engineering, it is hoped that the participants will be better prepared to function in the design engineering, fabrication and construction department, offshore installation, hook-up, commissioning and start-up of offshore projects. Such roles include field and discipline engineers, project engineer, cost estimating engineers, fabrication contract admin executives, CSR, construction supervisors and engineers, or fabrication engineer. This training seminar will also be useful for university lecturers who wish to supplement their teaching materials and theoretical knowledge with real-life domain or practical knowledge of offshore engineering competencies and skills in pursuit of their CPD certification with Institution of Engineers at their respective countries.

This GLOMACS training seminar will feature:

- Overview of field development planning (FDP) and project management
- Design engineering process, deliverables and flowchart
- Fabrication techniques such as cutting and welding, blasting and painting
- Erection and assembly techniques, including cranes and lifting techniques
- Load-out techniques, preparations and ballasting
- Sea-fastening engineering and implementation
- Major and support marine vessels, major installation equipment
- Structure and topsides installation techniques
- Pipelaying and riser installation activities
- Subsea installation and diving support activities
- Hook-up workplace process and execution
- Mobilisation of marine vessels, construction crew, marine crew and construction equipment
- Hook-up activities for each engineering discipline
- Commissioning activities, start-up and handover to client

Objectives

By the end of this training seminar, participants will be able to:

- Understand what entails in field development planning (FDP) and project management
- Understand the complexities of Offshore Engineering activities
- Appreciate the complete metamorphosis of Offshore Engineering— from the Design phase till the Commissioning and Start-up phase
- Understand Fabrication, Erection, Loadout and sea-fastening implementation at Fabrication yards
- Understand the selection of the major support marine vessels and major installation equipment for offshore installation works
- Fully understand the structure and topsides installation techniques
- Understand what is involved in Pipelaying and riser installation works & Subsea installation and diving support activities
- Fully understand what are involved in mobilisation of marine vessels, construction crew, marine crew and construction equipment
- Understand the scope of work for hook-up and commissioning activities

Training Methodology

This training course will be conducted in a classroom. Examples and video clips of past offshore fabrication and load-out activities, as well as offshore installation activities will be used to aid the learning and understanding of the subject matters. Participants will also take part in group classroom exercises to reinforce their learning experience. Each participant will receive a set of training course materials. There will also be pre-seminar as well as post-seminar assessment tests.

Who Should Attend?

This GLOMACS training seminar is suitable to a wide range of professionals but will greatly benefit:

- Field Engineers, CSRs, Construction Supervisors, Project Engineers
- Operations Engineers
- Workpack Engineers
- Structural Engineers
- Metocean Engineers
- Pipeline Discipline Engineers
- Subsea Equipment Engineers
- Various Discipline Engineers (structural, piping, equipment, electrical, instrumentation)
- Maintenance Engineers
- Contract Admin, Buyers and Procurement Executives
- Cost Estimating, Project Control and Planning Engineers
- Diving and Diving Support Personnel
- Managers and Executives who are new to Offshore engineering projects
- Other Engineers and Technicians who need to update their current Oil and Gas industry experience and wanting to move to Offshore Field development Projects
- University Engineering Lecturers who wish to be CPD-certified by Institution of Engineers (IEM) at their respective countries
Seminar Outline

**DAY 1**

Field Development (FDP), Project Management and Design Engineering
- Pre-course assessment test
- Course learning objectives vs. course participants' expectations
- Overview of Field Development Planning (FDP)
- Project Management team (PMT), roles and responsibilities
- Contracting, subcontracting and procurement activities
- Design engineering process, deliverables and flowchart
- Health, safety, environment and security requirements, including training requirements and qualifications of personnel
- Emergency response procedure (ERP)
- QAQC requirements, documentation and drawings controls

**DAY 2**

Fabrication and Onshore Construction
- Fabrication yard layout, load-out methods, workshops and major equipment types; foundation preparation and preliminary works
- Planning and schedule, fabrication cost-time-resource (CTR) estimating
- Fabrication, erection and assembly of major structures, substructures, topsides and living quarters
- Pipeline procurement, concrete coatings, pipeline load out and transportation
- Welding and welder qualifications
- Blasting and painting activities, testing and inspection requirements
- Typical manpower and fabrication equipment planning and management
- Skid and packaged equipment procurement, Factory acceptance testing (FAT), delivery, storage and preservation and installation
- Weight control and weighing of structures in fabrication
- Yard pre-commissioning activities
- Jacket commissioning, trial fitting and ship loose items management
- Pile and conductors make-up and fabrication, transportation arrangement consideration and load out
- Load-out planning, engineering for substructures and topside; and load-out execution, ballasting techniques and calculation
- Insurances, commercial and warranty surveys

**DAY 3**

Offshore Facilities, Pipelaying and Subsea Installation I
- Offshore transportation and installation phases, including planning and scheduling
- Major and support marine vessels, major equipment types
- Offshore installation considerations, engineering and calculations
- Weight control and onshore weighing reports of structures
- Transportation analysis and sea-fastening
- Launching, lifting and installation of substructures
- Upending of substructures
- On-bottom stability, pile and conductor make-up, piling and grouting of substructures
- Lifting analysis of topsides and modular topsides construction
- Float over of integrated topside deck
- Geotechnical and geomatics surveys
- Anchor pattern preparation and approval

**DAY 4**

Offshore Facilities, Pipelaying and Subsea Installation II
- Vessels availability, contracting and procurement activities and considerations
- Cost-time-resource (CTR) estimating for transportation and installation
- IPOP and pre-execution reviews
- Mobilisation preparations
- Insurances, commercial and warranty surveys
- Metocean activities and installation window considerations
- Substructures installation - launching, lifting, self installation & novel methods
- Topsides installation - modular lifts, float-over and novel methods
- SIMOPS considerations for offshore installations
- Pipeline and riser installation
- Reel pipelines and umbilicals laying
- Subsea equipment installation and diving support activities
- Insurances, commercial and warranty surveys

**DAY 5**

Hook-up Construction and Commissioning (HuCC)
- HuCC project planning and scheduling, monitoring and reporting
- Workpack process and execution
- Procurement - cost-plus and overheads
- Construction and marine crew manpower recruitment and mobilisation
- Onshore minor fabrication
- Mobilisation of major and support marine vessels
- Overview of marine operations
- Onshore supply base and Load-out activities
- Logistics support activities
- Hook-up activities, namely blasting and painting, cutting, fitting and welding, piping and piping supports, platform appurtenances, electrical and instrumentation works
- Pre-commissioning activities, hydrotesting, NDT and inspection
- Commissioning activities and dossiers
- Start-up (first oil, first gas), hand-over and punch-list items
- Post-project activities, final documentation, change-order and variation orders, lesson learnt database and dissemination
- Course summary
- Post-course Assessment Test
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS

• Fees – Each fee is inclusive of Documentation, Lunch and refreshments served during the entire seminar.
• Mode of Payment – The delegate has the option to pay the course fee directly or request to send an invoice to his/her company/sponsor. Credit card and cheque payments are both acceptable.
• Cancellation / Substitution – Request for seminar cancellation must be made in writing & received three (5) weeks prior to the seminar date. A US$ 250.00 processing fee will be charged per delegate for each cancellation. Thereafter, we regret that we are unable to refund any fees due, although in such cases we would be happy to welcome a colleague who would substitute for you.
• Hotel Accommodation – is not included in the course fee. A reduced corporate rate and a limited number of rooms may be available for attendees wishing to stay at the hotel venue. Requests for hotel reservations should be made at least three (5) weeks prior to the commencement of the seminar. All hotel accommodation is strictly subject to availability and terms and conditions imposed by the hotel will apply.
• Attendance Certificate – a certificate of attendance will only be awarded to those delegates who successfully completed/attended the entire seminar including the awarding of applicable Continuing Professional Education Units/Hours.
• Force Majeure – any circumstances beyond the control of the Company may necessitate postponement, change of seminar venue or substitution of assigned Instructor. The Company reserves the right to exercise this clause and implement such amendments.
• Fair Access / Equal Opportunities – in the provision of its services as a world-class Training Provider, the Company is committed to provide fair access/equal opportunities throughout the delivery of its courses and assessment leading to the completion of training seminars, or 3rd party qualifications/certifications.